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Background and Purpose 

Background: 

The Highline Ditch is located near Shell, WY and is fed by water diverted from Trapper 

Creek.  Several pre-1900 water rights exist on the ditch and the entire acreage served is 

345.1 acres.  The majority of the water is used for agricultural purposes with the majority 

of the acres producing alfalfa hay.  However, most of the approximately 50 residents in 

the Town of Shell receive their raw water supply from the Highline Ditch.   

Purpose: 

Increasing maintenance costs and excessive seepage losses were the catalysts for this 

WWDC Level II study.  The Shell Creek Watershed Improvement District (SCWID) 

sponsored the request for the study on behalf of the Highline Ditch Company (HDC), 

which resulted in the investigation of the feasibility of replacing the existing open ditch 

with a pipeline.  

The lower portion of the ditch has been placed in pipe.  The Highline Ditch Project, as 

proposed, entails replacing approximately 13,500 ft of open lateral with pipe.  A very 

preliminary, unpublished NRCS study of the feasibility of such a project was completed 

in 2001 and resulted in the recommendation that 10,500 ft of 27 inch diameter pipe be 

installed.   
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Scope 

Project Meetings: 

Two Project meetings were held on site to discuss various portions of the project.  The 

first meeting consisted of reviewing the Scope of Work and the Sage Civil Engineering 

plan to complete it. 

The second meeting to review the progress of the work took place later in the summer.   

Structural Inventory and Assessment: 

In the early stages of the project field reviews of the existing structures were completed.  

During the site review, all structures and appurtenances located on the ditch were 

examined and evaluated for usefulness (need), efficiency/ease of operation, capacity, and 

whether the components could be re-used in conjunction with proposed improvements. 

Seepage Loss Analysis 

Seepage losses were estimated based on flow measurements made during the summer.  

The HDC estimated losses at approximately 60%.   Our estimates indicated losses of 

nearly 17%.  These losses are still significant but much less than those estimated by 

HDC.  SCE hypothesizes that the discrepancy between our findings and the estimated 

losses is due to two reasons: unauthorized diversions and the success of maintenance 

work performed.   
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Apparently, soil piping has historically been a cause for large seepage losses.  Water has 

been surfacing downhill from the ditch.  Large holes were found in the bottom of the 

canal in these areas.  Sage Civil Engineering did not witness this phenomena during the 

study period.  We did however observe large holes in the bottom of the canal that had 

been bridged by a section of 36 inch corrugated metal pipe that had been installed 

through one of the problem areas.  The HDC recently completed a substantial amount of 

repair work to eliminate several locations where this problem was most severe, which 

likely eliminated some of the high seepage losses seen in recent years.   

For our flow measurements, we verified that all diversions were closed.  Unauthorized 

diversions, which include two 8 inch. turnouts and multiple pumps for lawn watering, 

could easily increase the apparent loss to 60%.   

Also included as part of this portion of the scope of work was the recommendation of 

alternatives to eliminate the losses for further study.  Four alternatives were considered:  

Do Nothing, Fabric or Membrane Lining, Concrete Lining and Pipeline Installation.  

Each was considered based on several factors.  Concrete Lining and Pipeline Installation 

were  selected for further study.  

Easement and Right-of-Way Review 

Right-of-way is always a concern for these types of projects.  The HDC currently does 

not have a written and recorded easement.  Such an easement will have to recorded if the 

project goes to Level III.  As part of our work for this task we attempted to identify the 
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property owners, quantify the length of the new pipeline on each property and estimate 

the costs to acquire the required easement.  This work was completed to the accuracy 

possible without a full property survey which will be required as part of the Level III 

phase of the project.  

Because the proposed alignment of the pipeline varies from the existing ditch alignment, 

the easements were separated into two types:  Existing Easement and New Easement.  

Land values of $1,200/acre were used to estimate the compensation amount for each 

easement.  A minimum value of $500 was used for small easements.  In an effort to be 

conservative, the estimates for new and existing easements were based on the same 

price/acre.  We anticipate that a lesser amount could be negotiated for existing easements. 

Total estimated easement acquisition costs excluding the surveying and legal costs are: 

 Existing Easement $9,320 

 New Easement $1,500 

Rehabilitation Plan 

Originally, a rehabilitation plan task was included as part of this project.  After the initial 

scoping meeting and during the progress of the project it was concluded by the WWDC 

and SCE that the work originally intended to be completed under this task was not 

applicable.  
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Conceptual Designs and Cost Estimates 

Conceptual Designs and Cost Estimates were completed based on the recommendations 

detailed in the Seepage Loss Analysis.  Of the four alternatives considered, conceptual 

designs and cost estimates were prepared for concrete lining and pipeline installation.  

This task of Conceptual Designs and Cost Estimates consisted of 3 sub-tasks:  surveying, 

preparation of preliminary designs, and cost estimates. 

CONCRETE DITCH:  Preliminary estimates and designs were begun to investigate the 

feasibility of the concrete ditch alternative.  Based on historical bid prices it is our 

opinion that the costs for installation of the concrete ditch would be nearly equal to that 

of installation of a pipeline.  Consequently, this alternative was not studied further and 

preliminary design drawings were not completed. 

PIPELINE:  The pipeline design was separated into three components: the pipeline, the 

Trapper Creek Diversion and field deliveries.  This was done because we believe these 

three components can be stand alone projects, making it possible to reduce the scope of 

the entire proposed project, if necessary due to budget concerns.  However, the pipeline 

and installation costs make up the vast majority of the project and the diversion and field 

deliveries become almost insignificant.   

Based on the preliminary design, the overall length of the pipeline would be 

approximately 10,700 ft and would include 27 inch and 24 inch pipe.  The length of the 

existing open lateral is approximately 13,500 ft.  The reduction in overall length is 
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primarily due to the installation of two inverted siphons, eliminating the most sinuous 

portions of the ditch. 

The delivery design consists of the improvements necessary for measurement and 

delivery of water from the pipeline to the fields.  It is possible to tie the proposed pipeline 

to the existing structures, however measurement would not be provided on all the 

deliveries. 

The existing diversion structure was recently installed, however, this structure does not 

provide any control over stream flows making diversions in low flow periods difficult.  

The existing structure also lacks some important features and will likely require more 

frequent maintenance.  It also appears that the rock headwall leaks and water can bypass 

the canal gate and enter the ditch. 

Below is a summary of the construction cost estimates for 2003 for each component of 

the Preliminary Designs. 

Preparation of Final Designs - Pipeline
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications 28,800.00$         
Permitting and Mitigation -$                  
Legal Fees 4,100.00$          
Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way 16,000.00$         

Preparation of Final Designs - Pipeline 48,900.00$         

Pipeline Construction Cost 2003 Costs
Construction Cost Subtotal #1 346,800.00$       

Engineering Costs 34,680.00$         
Pipeline Construction Cost Subtotal #2 381,480.00$       

Contingency 57,222.00$         
Pipeline Construction Cost Total 438,700.00$       

Pipeline Project Cost Total 487,600.00$  
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Preparation of Final Designs - Diversion
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications 5,700.00$         
Permitting and Mitigation 2,100.00$         
Legal Fees -$                 
Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way -$                 

Preparation of Final Designs - Diversion 7,800.00$         

Diversion Construction Cost 2003 Costs
Construction Cost Subtotal #1 17,100.00$       

Engineering Costs 1,710.00$         
Pipeline Construction Cost Subtotal #2 18,810.00$       

Contingency 2,822.00$         
Diversion Construction Cost Total 21,600.00$       

Diversion Project Cost Total 29,400.00$   

 

Preparation of Final Designs - Delivery
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications 2,600.00$         
Permitting and Mitigation -$                 
Legal Fees -$                 
Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way -$                 

Preparation of Final Designs - Delivery 2,600.00$         

Delivery Construction Cost 2003 Costs
Construction Cost Subtotal #1 8,900.00$         

Engineering Costs 890.00$            
Pipeline Construction Cost Subtotal #2 9,790.00$         

Contingency 1,469.00$         
Delivery Construction Cost Total 11,300.00$       

Delivery Project Cost Total 13,900.00$   

Economic Analysis 

An economic analysis was completed for the project cost estimates shown above.  The 

yearly costs per acre were calculated for each component based upon an interest rate of 

6% for 20, 30 and 50 year terms.  A summary of those results is shown in the tables 

below. 
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Economic Analysis - Full Loan Amount

Pipeline Construction

Total Cost
Sponsor Loan 

Portion Rate Term Yearly Payment Price/Acre/Year
487,600.00$ 243,800.00$      6.00% 20 years $21,255.59 61.59$            
487,600.00$ 243,800.00$      6.00% 30 years $17,711.80 51.32$            
487,600.00$ 243,800.00$      6.00% 50 years $15,467.72 44.82$            

Diversion Construction

Total Cost
Sponsor Loan 

Portion Rate Term Yearly Payment Price/Acre/Year
29,400.00$   14,700.00$        6.00% 20 years $1,281.61 3.71$              
29,400.00$   14,700.00$        6.00% 30 years $1,067.94 3.09$              
29,400.00$   14,700.00$        6.00% 50 years $932.63 2.70$              

Delivery Construction

Total Cost
Sponsor Loan 

Portion Rate Term Yearly Payment Price/Acre/Year
13,900.00$   6,950.00$          6.00% 20 years $605.93 1.76$              
13,900.00$   6,950.00$          6.00% 30 years $504.91 1.46$              
13,900.00$   6,950.00$          6.00% 50 years $440.94 1.28$              

Total Cost - Pipeline, Diversion and Delivery Construction

Total Cost
Sponsor Loan 

Portion Rate Term Yearly Payment Price/Acre/Year
530,900.00$ 265,450.00$      6.00% 20 years $23,143.14 67.06$            
530,900.00$ 265,450.00$      6.00% 30 years $19,284.65 55.88$            
530,900.00$ 265,450.00$      6.00% 50 years $16,841.29 48.80$               

In addition to this analysis it was requested that we investigate the possibility of the HDC 

completing the installation of the pipeline themselves.  In this scenario the installation 

costs would be provided by the HDC and they would be applied to the loan portion of the 

project.  The costs/acre/year are shown in the table below. 
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Economic Analysis - District Completes Pipeline Installation as an In-Kind Contribution

Pipeline

Total Cost
Sponsor Loan 

Portion Installation Loan amount Rate Term
Yearly 

Payment Price/Acre/Year
487,600.00$    243,800.00$    88,992.00$      154,808.00$    6.00% 20 years $13,496.87 39.11$            
487,600.00$    243,800.00$    88,992.00$      154,808.00$    6.00% 30 years $11,246.63 32.59$            
487,600.00$    243,800.00$    88,992.00$      154,808.00$    6.00% 50 years $9,821.68 28.46$            

Total Cost - Pipeline, Diversion and Delivery Construction

Total Cost
Sponsor Loan 

Portion Installation Loan amount Rate Term
Yearly 

Payment Price/Acre/Year
530,900.00$    265,450.00$    88,992.00$      176,458.00$    6.00% 20 years $15,384.41 44.58$            
530,900.00$    265,450.00$    88,992.00$      176,458.00$    6.00% 30 years $12,819.48 37.15$            
530,900.00$    265,450.00$    88,992.00$      176,458.00$    6.00% 50 years $11,195.25 32.44$             
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

Several conclusions and recommendations can be made from the results of this study.   

1. The seepage losses from the canal are excessive despite the maintenance efforts to 

repair areas exhibiting soil piping. 

2. The measures taken to repair the soil piping are likely temporary.  A lingering 

problem with these areas will continue. 

3. Based upon the feasibility investigations, two options are available:  installation 

of a pipeline or do nothing. 

4. Maintenance costs of the open ditch will likely continue to increase.  Cleaning of 

the open ditch is becoming more labor intensive as more landowners along the 

ditch express concerns over aesthetics.  In an effort to maintain landowner 

relations, the HDC has been hauling the spoils from cleaning and maintenance off 

site.  These types of confrontations will continue to become more burdensome. 


